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a b s t r a c t 

This paper provides a step-by-step description of integrated methodology for quantification and 

prediction of gas (methane, CH4 ) content dynamics in shallow aquatic sediments under changing 

spatial and temporal conditions. Presence of gas bubbles even in small concentrations significantly 

affects sediment compressibility, which in turn decreases sound speed in sediment. Our integrated 

methodology consists of two basic steps. In the first step, free gas content is evaluated by acoustic 

applications based on the sound speed inferred from the reflection coefficient from gassy bottom. 

The experimental bottom reflections are registered and compared to the simulated ones, using a 

geoacoustic inversion technique. The best match between the model and the experiment provides 

sediment sound speed estimate, which is converted into free gas content using a basic relation. In 

the second step, a multivariate linear regression is fitted for gas content and closed form expression 

of gas content dependence on the following predictors, which change spatially and temporally 

over the aquatic ecosystem, is obtained: 1) water depth, 2) short-leaving CH4 production rate 

peaks fueled by punctuated organic matter deposition; and 3) CH4 bubble dissolution rates. 

• Gas content and sound speed in the sediment are estimated via the geoacoustic inversion 

technique by matching the experimentally recorded and simulated bottom reflections 

• Only single source and receiver are required for the acoustic methodology 

• A multivariate linear regression is fitted for gas content to indicate its dependence on various 

predictors that change spatially and temporally over the lake 
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Method details 

Gaseous methane (CH4 ) frequently occurs in organic-rich aquatic and terrestrial sediments [ 1 ]. It represents the most prevalent

hydrocarbon and ranks among the primary greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Various methodologies are available to estimate the 

gas content within shallow near-surface sediments. Methods for assessing gas content within sediments are traditionally divided into 

direct and remote ones. 

Among direct methods, the X-ray computer tomography (CT) scanning of sediment cores obtained under in situ pressure and

temperature allow for identifying and quantifying gas bubbles within the core [ 2 ] at high (0.04 mm3 voxel size) spatial resolution

[ 3 ]. Considering large spatial and temporal variability of gas bubble concentration in the sediment [ 4 ], measurements of free gas

content with pressurized gravity corers or freeze corers are time- and labor-consuming, expensive and, therefore, practically unfeasible 

for studying large areas. In addition, corers can damage the sediment during the sampling process, which may affect the free gas

content and its quantitative estimates in the cores [ 3 ]. As another example of direct methods, in situ acoustic methodologies entail the

utilization of either manually deployed buried acoustic systems [ 5 ] or specially engineered underwater mechanical systems capable 

of penetrating sediment layers via gravitational forces [ 6 , 7 ]. While such methodologies contribute to maintaining in situ conditions,

they too may inadvertently disturb sediments during device installation. 

Remote acoustic techniques for gauging gas content in sediments capitalize on the marked alteration in compressibility resulting 

from even minor gas fractions, leading to a notable reduction in sediment sound speed [ 8 ]. This alteration also influences other

geoacoustic properties of the sediment. Some of those methods include measurement and analysis of the bottom reflection coefficient

and studying the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the sound field as a function of sound speed in the sediment [ 9 ]. Also, studies

of the acoustic properties of gassy sediments have been conducted via analysis of the resonance and nonlinear properties of gas bubbles

in water/sediment, and their aggregations [ 10 ]. Seismo-acoustic methods and high-frequency echo sounders have been implemented 

to map the existence of gassy sediment (without information about gas content) and its spatial distribution [ 11 ]. In [ 12 ], Tõth and

coauthors applied migration velocity analysis of pre-stack time-migrated data and quantified free gas content in shallow sediments in

the Baltic Sea. However, many of conventional seismic methods are not applicable to gassy sediments. For instance, methods based

on the slope of the head wave arrival [ 13 , 14 ] or on the position of caustics due to ray bending in the sub-bottom [ 15 ], will not work

with gas-saturated sediments. This is because the sound speed in such sediments is lower than in water, and all rays, according to

Snell’s law, are directed downwards and do not experience total internal reflection. 

In this paper, we present a multimethodological approach allowing remote estimation and correlation of gas content dynamics in

aquatic muds with various local predictors. Gas content is evaluated by remote acoustic applications, presented in Section 1 below.

Method assumptions, limitations, instrumentation, followed by detailed experimental validation are presented in Sections 1.1 – 1.6. 

Step-by-operation description is presented in Section 1.7. Correlation analysis methodology is presented in Section 2. 

Acoustic methodology of gas content evaluation in aquatic muds 

Acoustic model assumptions 

The incorporation of gas bubbles into marine sediment fundamentally alters its acoustical properties, with a pronounced impact 

on the effective compressibility of the sediment. This, in turn, affects the compressional sound speed and to lesser extend density

of the sediment, which leads to changes in acoustic impedance of the sediment and the corresponding reflection coefficient at the

water-sediment interface [ 16 , 17 ]. Thus, acoustic properties of gas-bearing sediments can be systematically investigated using acous-

tical techniques. Given that the sound frequencies and the corresponding wavelengths of sound waves employed in the method are

significantly greater than the dimensions of the bubbles, the gaseous sediment layer can be modeled as a homogeneous “liquid ”

half-space. In this model, it is assumed that sediment supports only compressional waves, whereas shear waves are negligible [ 17 ]. 

Model of sound speed and reflection from gassy bottom 

In our experiment, sound signal is radiated by a sound source and recorded by a hydrophone deployed at depths of zs and zr ,
respectively, which are separated by distance rrs . The thickness of the water layer is H ( Fig. 1 ). The densities of water and bottom

sediments are denoted by ρw and ρ, respectively, the sound speed by cw and c , and the angle of incidence by θ. 

At a low frequency (wavelength of the sound wave is bigger than gas bubble size), effective sound speed in gassy sediment can

be described in the framework of three-component (water, rigid particles, and gas) sediment model [ 18 ]: 

c =
cw 
nw 

[ ( 

1 +
ns ρs 
nw ρw 

+
ng ρg 
nw ρw 

) 

( 

1 +
ns c2 w ρw 
nw c2 s ρs 

+
ng c2 w ρw 
nw c2 g ρg 

) ] − 1 
2 

(1) 

Here cw , nw , ρw , cs , ns , ρs , cg , ng , ρg are the sound speeds, fractions and densities of water, of rigid particles, and of gas in bottom

sediments, respectively. Fig. 2 b illustrates function c(ng ) at three levels of the water fraction, nw , evaluated from Eq. (1) . Geoacoustic

parameters of the medium components are presented in Table 1 . Even small amounts of gas content in sediments substantially affect

the speed of sound in the sediment ( Fig. 2 a). Sound speed in the sediment becomes 10 times less than that in water at ng < 1% . 
2
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the acoustic experiment. Sound reflection from the boundaries is illustrated with arrows, where numbers indicate indices [l , j ] 
corresponding to each arrival. θ is the angle of incidence of the ray. 

Fig. 2. a) Sound speed in gassy sediment, c , as a function of gas fraction, ng , at different values of water saturation, nw ; b) absolute value of the 

reflection coefficient, |V |, as a function of angle of incidence, θ, at different values of sound speed in sediments, c ;. 

Table 1 

Acoustic and physical parameters of sediment components. 

Medium Rigid particles Water Methane 

Sound speed cs = 1600 m/s cw = 1500 m/s cg = 430 m/s 

Density ρs = 1.6 g/cm3 ρw = 1 g/cm3 ρg = 7 ⋅ 10 
−4 g/cm3 

3
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Table 2 

Parameters for acoustic simulation using ray theory. 

Parameters Values 

Water column: 𝑐𝑤 , 𝜌𝑤 1500 m ∕s , 1000 kg ∕m3 

Sediment: 𝒄 , 𝝆 300𝒎 ∕𝒔 , 1450𝒌 𝒈 ∕𝒎 3 

Water depth and source-receiver range, 𝑯 , 𝒓 𝒓 𝒔 30 m, 1 m 

Source and receiver depth, 𝒛 𝒔 = 𝒛 𝒓 10 m, 20 m 

Signal type Pulse 

Signal duration, 𝑻 0.1 ms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Rayleigh reflection coefficient at water-sediment interface is given by [ 17 ]: 

V =

ρ
ρw 

cos θ −
√ (

cw 
c 

)2 
− sin 2 θ

ρ
ρw 

cos θ +
√ (

cw 
c 

)2 
− sin 2 θ

(2) 

Fig. 2 b shows absolute value of the reflection coefficient, |V(θ) |, for various c . When c ≪ cw , the reflection coefficient is very high,

even at normal incidence (i.e., θ = 0◦). For instance, at c = 100 m/s, the absolute value of the reflection coefficient is |V | ∼ 0 . 85 (real

value of the reflection coefficient is negative), and its phase is ≈ π. One can see an absence of the total internal reflection in case of

even small gas fractions in the sediment. These two phenomena of gassy sediments, low sound speed and high reflection coefficient,

present the basis of our methodology for gas content assessment. 

Shallow water waveguide with gassy bottom 

For simulations, we use ray propagation theory described in Brekhovskikh & Lysanov [ 17 ]. A waveguide with a constant depth

H ( Fig. 1 ) is used. The point sound source is located at the point r = 0 , z = zs and radiates signal s( 𝑡 ) . For such a case, the acoustic

signal 𝑃 ( 𝑡 ) received by a single hydrophone located at 𝑟 = 𝑟𝑟𝑠 , 𝑧 = 𝑧𝑟 , is composed of multiple signals reflected from the bottom and

water surface. It can thus be presented as a sum of rays: 

𝑃 ( 𝑡) =
∞∑
𝑙=0 

⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
(
−𝑉𝑙1 

)𝑙 𝑠(𝑡 − 𝑅𝑙1 
𝑐𝑤 

)
𝑅𝑙1 

−
(
−𝑉𝑙2 

)𝑙+1 𝑠(𝑡 − 𝑅𝑙2 
𝑐𝑤 

)
𝑅𝑙2 

−
(
−𝑉𝑙3 

)𝑙 𝑠(𝑡 − 𝑅𝑙3 
𝑐𝑤 

)
𝑅𝑙3 

+
(
−𝑉𝑙4 

)𝑙+1 𝑠(𝑡 − 𝑅𝑙4 
𝑐𝑤 

)
𝑅𝑙4 

⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ . (3) 

Here, 𝑅𝑙𝑗 =
√ 

𝑟2 
𝑟𝑠 
+ 𝑧2 

𝑙𝑗 
, 𝑗 = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4; 𝑙 = 0 , 1 , 2 , … (j and l are indices defining a ray number in a quadrupole of rays and a

quadrupole number, respectively), 𝑟𝑟𝑠 is the horizontal range between the source and receiver ( Fig. 1 ). 

The equivalent source depths, zlj , for each ray is expressed as follows: 

𝑧𝑙1 = 2 𝑙𝐻 + 𝑧𝑠 − 𝑧𝑟 , 𝑧𝑙2 = 2( 𝑙 + 1 ) 𝐻 − 𝑧𝑠 − 𝑧𝑟 , (4a) 

𝑧𝑙3 = 2 𝑙𝐻 + 𝑧𝑠 + 𝑧𝑟 , 𝑧𝑙4 = 2( 𝑙 + 1 ) 𝐻 − 𝑧𝑠 + 𝑧𝑟 , (4b) 

where Vlj is the reflection coefficient at the water-sediment interface that can be calculated using Eq. (2) with the angle of incidence,

𝜃, replaced by 𝜃𝑙𝑗 = arcsin ( 𝑟𝑟𝑠 
𝑅𝑙𝑗 

) . 
Fig. 3 shows simulated pulse signal envelope at a hydrophone for parameters presented in Table 2 . Each arrival corresponds to

one or two rays. The reflection coefficient, |𝑉 | ∼ 0.6 and is independent of frequency. Such a highly reflective bottom leads to the

appearance of a sequence of signals repeatedly reflected from the bottom and water surface. 

An important thing when processing experimental data, is the dependence of the ray arrival order on the relationship between

the depth of the reservoir and the depth of the source-receiver. For a 30-m deep reservoir, if the source-receiver system is deployed

at a small depth, 𝒛 𝒔 = 𝒛 𝒓 = 10 m ( Fig. 3 a), the direct signal arrives first, followed by the surface reflected signal and bottom reflected

one. In a case when the source-receiver system is deployed closer to the bottom, 𝒛 𝒔 = 𝒛 𝒓 = 20 m ( Fig. 3 b), the bottom reflection arrives

before the surface reflection. 

Geoacoustic inversion methodology 

Our methodology includes a geoacoustic inversion procedure based on analysis of sound signals recorded by receivers in the 

water layer ( Fig. 1 ), which contain information about the medium through which they have traveled (proposed in [ 19 ], extended in

[ 4 , 20–22 ].) The essence of the method is that experimentally measured sound reflection coefficient from the sediment is juxtaposed

with the numerically modeled one (Sectioin 1.3), to estimate effective sound speed in the sediment, which is subsequently converted

into gas content via Eq. (1) . 

When estimating the reflection coefficient, one should process as many ray arrivals as possible, including multiple reflections (10

separate peaks are marked in Fig. 3 with black dashed lines; note that some arrivals overlap, i.e., at 𝒕 = 0.08 and 0.12 s). To find the
4
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Fig. 3. Example illustrating an envelope of the simulated pulse signal at a hydrophone ( Fig. 1 ) for the sediment sound speed of 300 m/s. A series 

of bottom reflections and their multiples are shown by black dashed lines. Indices [𝒍 , 𝒋 ] corresponding to each arrival, are displayed near each line. 

𝑯 = 30m, 𝒓 𝒓 𝒔 = 1m, a) 𝒛 𝒔 = 𝒛 𝒓 = 10 m, b) 𝒛 𝒔 = 𝒛 𝒓 = 20 m. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

best fit between the experimental arrivals and the simulated ones, the matched-field processing (MFP) is applied. The envelopes of

the experimental and simulated signals are compared on a logarithmic scale: 

𝑭 ( 𝒄 ) =

( 

1 
𝑵 

𝑵 ∑
𝒊 =1 

|||20 log 𝑩 𝒎 𝒐 𝒅 

(
𝒕 𝒊 ; 𝒄 

)
− 20 log 𝑩 𝒆 𝒙 𝒑 

(
𝒕 𝒊 
)|||
) −1 

(5) 

where 𝑩 𝒎 𝒐 𝒅 and 𝑩 𝒆 𝒙 𝒑 are the envelopes of the simulated and experimental signals, respectively; 𝒕 𝒊 is the 𝒊 -th pulse arrival time. The

total number of analyzed pulses ( 𝑵 ) depends on the number of the experimentally detected arrivals. 

The effective sound speed, 𝒄 , corresponds to the maximum of 𝑭 (𝒄 ) , which is obtained for each radiated chirp. Resulting 𝒄 is

obtained as a mean of all estimated sound speeds for all chirps radiated in the corresponding geographical point. The final estimate

of 𝒄 is described as 𝒄 𝒃 𝒆 𝒔 𝒕 ±𝑴 𝑬 𝒄 , representing the 95% confidence interval. The margin of error, 𝑴 𝑬 𝒄 , represents the standard error

of the mean value of sound speed, multiplied by the calculated 95% values of Student’s 𝒕 inverse cumulative distribution function.

Resulting estimates on the free gas content are performed using the relationship between sound speed and free gas content ( Eq. (2) ,

Fig. 2 a). Due to the power law dependence, the free gas content error cannot be calculated as 𝚯𝒈 𝒂 𝒔 ±𝑴 𝑬 𝚯, thus, it is presented as

an interval corresponding to 𝚯𝒈 𝒂 𝒔 (𝒄 𝒃 𝒆 𝒔 𝒕 −𝑴 𝑬 𝒄 ) and 𝚯𝒈 𝒂 𝒔 (𝒄 𝒃 𝒆 𝒔 𝒕 +𝑴 𝑬 𝒄 ) . 

Implementation: acoustic setup and measurements 

The implementation of the method requires a sound source (with a signal generator and an amplifier), a single hydrophone

and a data acquisition card (DAQ). In our case, we used LL-9162T underwater sound speaker (by LUBELL, Fig. 4 a) and BII-7017

hydrophone (by Benthowave, Fig. 4 b) connected to a data acquisition card (DAC). Several alternative implementation configurations 

are suggested below. If one already has an external signal generator (in our case, we used dual channel arbitrary/function generator

AFG3022C by Tektronix), one needs a separate DAQ to record the acoustic data. For instance, NI USB-6001 (by National Instruments,

Fig. 4 c) has seven analog input channels. Alternatively, to use more than 7 channels simultaneously (e.g., a vertical hydrophone array

covering the whole reservoir depth), there are other DAQs available (e.g., NI USB-6211 and NI USB-6216). If one has neither a signal
5
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup for acoustic data acquisition. a) Underwater sound speaker Lubell LL-9162T, b) omnidirectional widbeand hydrophone 

Benthowave BII-7017, c) analog-digital converter NI USB-6001, d) multi-instrument device Analog Discovery 3 with two analog input and two 

analog output channels connected via e) the BNC adaptor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

generator, nor a DAQ, a recently released multi-instrument device Analog Discovery 3 (by Digilent) can serve as a convenient option

for simultaneous signal radiation and acquisition of the acoustic data ( Fig. 4 d). It has two analog inputs and two analog outputs with

high sampling rates ( Fig. 4 e). 

In our experiment ( Fig. 1 ), the sound source and the receiver are placed at the depth of 𝒛 𝒔 and 𝒛 𝒓 , respectively, and are separated

horizontally by distance 𝒓 𝒓 𝒔 . To preserve a constant distance between the source and the receiver, one can tie the hydrophone and

the source by a thin solid rod. The rod should made of material with density and sound speed close to that in water, so that the sound

reflection from it will be weak. 

Due to the proximity of arrival times of the direct and reflected signal (tens of milliseconds), arrivals may overlap and may become

hardly separable. This can complicate the acoustic data processing and analysis and spoil the quality of the gas content estimates.

The geometrical configuration (parameters 𝒛 𝒔 , 𝒛 𝒓 , 𝒓 𝒓 𝒔 , Fig. 1 ) is strongly dependent on the water depth 𝑯 and should be considered 

thoroughly before each measurement. Optimal source-receiver depths can be found in section Optimal source-receiver configuration 

in [ 22 ] along with description of its calculation. 

Wavelengths of the sound waves should be significantly bigger than the gas bubble diameter. In our experiments, we used 1-s

and 5-s long chirps in the frequency bands of either 300 – 2000 Hz or 300 – 3500 Hz. There are several important limitations on

the signal frequencies that could be considered. First one is related to directionality of the sound source. In our case, Lubell LL-

9162T is omnidirectional at frequencies < 3.5 kHz, but becomes strongly directive at higher frequencies. In our experiments, we

limited the upper frequency to 3.5 kHz. If one wants to employ sound signals at higher frequencies, it is necessary to correct for

the directionality pattern of the source, or to use another transducer, which is omnidirectional at high frequencies (one can check

for spherical transducers). The correction can be performed by securing the speaker to a frame, to avoid its rotation under water.

Second limitation is related to resonance (the Minnaert resonance) frequency of gas bubbles. Katsman et al. [ 23 ] demonstrated that

sediment sound speed, sediment attenuation coefficient, and reflection coefficient at the water-sediment interface, show non-linear 

frequency dependence, which are controlled by the bubble size, cumulative gas content, and corresponding resonant frequency of 

the gas bubble. This limits the sharpness of the pulse, which width is inversely proportional to the frequency band of the chirp. At

small water depths, this may make the arrivals hardly distinguishable one from another, whereas their interference can affect the

amplitude of the reflection and bias the sound speed estimates. 

Method validation: acoustic data processing and analysis 

Processing, analysis and validation of the acoustic data acquired in the experiments carried out in May 2019 in Lake Kinneret,

Israel, is presented below. The original file containing raw acoustic data (in Volts) can be found in Supplementary material section.

The LUBELL LL-9162T sound source was deployed at the depth, 𝒛 𝒔 , of 11m ( Fig. 1 ). A Benthowave BII-7017 hydrophone with a flat

sensitivity response of − 174.5 ( ± 2) dB (re V/ 𝜇Pa from 0.1 to 100 kHz) was deployed at the same depth 1 m away from the sound

source. The water depth, 𝑯 , was 17 m. A series of 1-s long linear frequency modulated pulses (chirps) in the frequency band of 300–

3500 Hz were radiated with 5-s pauses ( Fig. 5 a-c). Twenty pulses were recorded in total at the same geographical point to ensure

repeatability of the acoustic results. The sound transducer has a curved frequency response which deforms the shape of the radiated

chirp ( Fig. 5 a). The sampling frequency was set to 20 kHz, and the geometric configuration of source-recorded was set following the

calculations presented in [ 22 ]. Sound speed profile was calculated from CTD measurement. Due to the short propagation times and

small angles of incidence, the water layer can be represented as homogeneous with a depth-averaged 𝒄 𝒘 = 1485 m/s. 

Fig. 5 c shows an example of the recorded acoustic data. The recorded signals were cross-correlated with the radiated one

( Fig. 5 a) to obtain an impulse response function ( Fig. 5 d). Due to presence of gas bubbles the signal exhibits multiple reflections

from the waveguide boundaries ( Fig. 5 e). In the experiment, the research vessel was not anchored and, despite calm weather and

low surface currents, was drifting by about 100–200 m. This increased the uncertainty and made the results of estimates to represent

an effective value for some area. The assessment of the bottom ensonification area can be found in [ 22 ]. In our case, this area for a

stationary source is 18 m2 . 

An example illustrating a comparison between the experimentally recorded data and three simulations ( 𝒄 = 100 m/s, 500 m/s,

1000 m/s) is shown in Figs. 6 a-c. Due to high number of seafloor reflections, 𝑵 was chosen to be 18. Fig. 6 d shows the normalized cost

functions 𝑭 (𝒄 ) (see Eq. (5) ) calculated for each radiated pulse (black curves correspond to 20 radiated signals) and their mean 𝑭 (𝒄 )
6
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Fig. 5. Example of the recorded acoustic data: a) radiated acoustic signal corrected to frequency response of the sound source, b) recorded raw 

sound pressure and c) its zoomed part, d) recorded signal after cross-correlation with the radiated one and e) its zoomed part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(red curve). For this specific dataset, 𝒄 𝒃 𝒆 𝒔 𝒕 = 197 m/s, 95% confidence interval of the estimated sound speed is 𝒄 0 . 95 = 178 − 216 m/s,

𝚯𝒈 𝒂 𝒔 𝒃 𝒆 𝒔 𝒕 = 0.23%, and 𝚯𝒈 𝒂 𝒔 0 . 95 = 0 . 19 − 0 . 29 % ( Fig. 2 b). 

Step-by-step operation procedure 

Acoustic experiment and data acquisition 

In this section, we presuppose that the reader has all the equipment delineated in Section 1.3 and is proficient in the use of

MATLAB for all the computational purposes. Prior to engauging with the Analog Discovery 3 (AD3), it is imperative to install the

Waveforms software — a dedicated application for AD3 and the requisite Digilent and Instrument Control MATLAB toolbox. Then, 

establish a connection between the sound source and the hydrophone to the output and input terminals of AD3, respectively. Position

both the sound source and the hydrophone at an identical depth, separated by 1 meter, refer to Fig. 1 for visual clarification. For the

computation of the optimal depth of your acoustic system, refer to [ 22 ]. It is critical to ensure that the deployment depth does not

surpass the maximum threshold for the sound source, which is 12 m for the LUBELL-9162 model. Emit a sequency of 50 to 100 chirps,

each with a duration of 1 second and a frequency range from 300 to 2000 Hz and record the acoustic data with the hydrophone.

Frequency band of your signal may be different if you use another sound source. Frequencies must be chosen so that the source is

omnidirectional over the entire frequency range. Utilize the chirp function in MATLAB to generate the signal. Refer to MATLAB’s

Instrument Control Toolbox manual to find necessary functions to connect to AD3 and enable unput and output terminals. 

Processing of acoustic data 

Perform a cross-correlation between the raw experimental data and the emitted chirp signals to extract the impulse response func-

tion, utilizing the xcorr function. Extract the impulse response envelope with the hilbert function and take its absolute value. Segment

the resulting data into 1-second intervals and organize these segments into a matrix denoted as 𝑩 𝒆 𝒙 𝒑 (𝒏 , 𝒕 ) , where 𝒏 corresponds to

the impulse number and 𝒕 to time. Then, compute the normalized impulse response functions in decibels (dB) using the following

equation: 

𝑩 

𝒅 𝑩 ( 𝒏 , 𝒕 ) = 20log 10 
𝑩 𝒆 𝒙 𝒑 ( 𝒏 , 𝒕 ) 

max 
(
𝑩 𝒆 𝒙 𝒑 (𝒏 , 𝒕 

) (6) 
7
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Fig. 6. Matching the experimental (blue) and modeled (red) pulse signals for different sound speeds, 𝒄 , in the sediment of Lake Kinneret, Israel, 

during the experiment conducted in May 2019. Reflections used for comparison between the experiment and simulations are highlighted in bright 

red and blue colors, respectively. The simulated pulses were calculated by Eq. (3) for the following sound speeds, 𝒄 : a) 100 m/s, b) 500 m/s, c) 

1000 m/s. d) The normalized cost function 𝑭 (𝒄 ) ( Eq. (5) ) was calculated via matching each radiated pulse to simulation performed for sound speeds 

ranging from 10 m/s to 1500 m/s with increment of 10 m/s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the model of the sound field, as per Section 1.2, the sound speed in the sediment, denoted as 𝒄 , is the sole variable parameter.

Maintain all other parameters ( Table 2 ) as constants. You may have to adjust those parameters to match your water reservoir (lake,

river, etc.) properties. It makes sense to take several sediment cores prior modeling to assess its composition and porosity. Within the

sound speed range, for example, 100 – 1600 m/s, calculate the sound field using Eq. (3) . Normalize the calculation by 1 and convert

into the dB scale (as detailed in Eq. (6) ) to derive 𝑩 

𝒅 𝑩 
𝒎 𝒐 𝒅 

(𝒕 , 𝒄 ) . These modelled sound fields are then compared to the experimental

impulse response function 𝑩 

𝒅 𝑩 
𝒆 𝒙 𝒑 

(𝒏 , 𝒕 ) using Eq. (5) . Peak position, 𝒕 𝒊 , of each arrival in 𝑩 

𝒅 𝑩 
𝒎 𝒐 𝒅 

(𝒕 , 𝒄 ) can be identified by the findpeaks

function. For an illustrative example, refer to Fig. 6 d, where black curves denote individual pulses, and the red curve signifies the

average of all functions 𝑭 (𝒄 ) = 1 
𝑵 

𝑵 ∑
𝒏 =1 
𝑭 𝒏 (𝒄 ) . Estimate margin of error as in Section 1.4. Finally, associate the determined sound speed

values with the corresponding gas fractions as per Eq. (1) . 

Regression analysis and methane production empirical modeling 

The multiannual (2015–2021) sediment gas content estimations in Lake Kinneret, Israel, are performed by the acoustic method- 

ology described above in Section 1, and serve as a basis for the correlation analysis. A multivariate linear regression is fitted using

the gas content as dependent variable Y, and predictors Xn (or independent variables) that change temporally and spatially over the

aquatic ecosystem and may serve as main controls on sediment gas content variability [ 24 ]. Significance of the predictor for the
8
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Fig. 7. Gas content, 𝒀 (%), correlation plot for whole-model-adjusted independent variable 𝑿 , along with 95% confidence boundaries (adopted 

from [ 25 ]). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

correlation is defined by p-value (if p-value < 0.05, the predictor is significant for the correlation, otherwise it could be excluded

from the correlation) [[ 24 ] and references therein]. The following predictors are suggested to control gas content, Y, in sediments of

Lake Kinneret: X1 – water depth, X2 – CH4 production rate, X3 – CH4 bubble dissolution rate, derived from the ecosystem analysis 

[ 25 ]: 

𝒀 = 𝑨 0 +𝑨 1 ×𝑿 1 +𝑨 2 ×𝑿 2 +𝑨 3 ×𝑿 3 +𝑨 4 ×𝑿 2 ×𝑿 3 (7) 

where 𝑨 0 is an intercept and 𝑨 1 , 𝑨 2 , 𝑨 3 , 𝑨 4 are the regression coefficients before the corresponding predictors. The interaction 

term between the geochemical factors ( 𝑿 2 ×𝑿 3 ) is also included in the correlation ( Eq. (7) ) and its significance is evaluated as well.

Predictors may differ between the aquatic ecosystems [e.g., 26 ]. Every predictor may incorporate several specific effects (e.g., water

depth predictor, X1 , used for the Lake Kinneret modeling [ 25 ], may be associated with variability of spatial CH4 ebullition from

sediment; with CH4 bubble size dependence on mechanical muddy sediment properties that change over the lake; and with CH4 

solubility). The linear regression is used as the most general regression type [ 24 ], however, the non-linear regression may be tested

if more accurate relations between Y and Xn are known for other aquatic ecosystems. 

Water depth (independent variable X1 ) is evaluated at every acoustic measurement. CH4 production rate in sediment (independent 

variable X2 ) is evaluated using the empirical modeling suggested by Grasset et al. [ 27 ]. The temporal variability in the CH4 production

rate in sediment, X2 , is assumed to depend on the fresh, highly reactive organic matter deposition dynamics due to the phytoplankton

crash (specific for the Lake Kinneret). The source of the organic matter and its deposition pattern may differ between the water bodies.

The model takes a fresh frequent Particulate Organic Matter (added POM) deposition to anoxic sediment as input. The model [ 27 ]

is applicable for short time intervals ( < 100 days), in contrast, for instance, to other models designed to simulate the CH4 production

over the entire sediment column applicable for longer time scales (e.g., [ 28 ]). 

The time-dependent total CH4 (t) production kinetics in sediment is presented as: 

𝑪 𝑯 4 ( 𝒕 ) =
𝑨 𝒔 𝒚 𝒎 

1 + 𝒆 𝒙 𝒑 
[
( 𝒙 𝒎 𝒊 𝒅 − 𝒕 ) ∕𝒔 𝒄 𝒂 𝒍 

] , (8) 

where t is time in days since the POM deposition and Asym is a reaction yield, defined as a horizontal asymptote at infinity, xmid

corresponds to the t value at which CH4 (t) reaches Asym/2, and scal is a distance between xmid and the point where 𝑪 𝑯 4 (𝒕 ) =
𝑨 𝒔 𝒚 𝒎 

1+𝒆 −1 .

For phytoplankton as an added POM to lake’s bottom [ 27 ]: 

ln ( 𝑨 𝒔 𝒚 𝒎 ) = − 2 . 26 + 0 . 87 × ln ( 𝒂 𝒅 𝒅 𝒆 𝒅 𝑷 𝑶 𝑴 ) . (9) 

The total CH4 production rates can thus be evaluated as [ 27 ]: 

𝑷 (𝑪 𝑯 4 )( 𝒕 ) =
𝑪 𝑯 4 ( 𝒕 ) 
𝒔 𝒄 𝒂 𝒍 

×
( 

1 −
𝑪 𝑯 4 ( 𝒕 ) 
𝑨 𝒔 𝒚 𝒎 

) 

. (10) 

The maximum CH4 production rate (the peak) in sediment preceding each acoustic measurement is defined as an independent 

variable X2 , which is used for our correlations. 

The CH4 gas dissolution rate (independent variable X3 , Eq. (7) ) is suggested in our methodology to be inversely proportional to the

time elapsed between the maximum CH4 production peak and the acoustic measurement date, ΔT (in days, X3 = 1/ ΔT). X3 does not

include any specific reaction kinetics. The longer the ΔT is, the greater the amount of CH4 in bubbles in sediment that will dissolve
9
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into the pore waters, assumed in our model. The interaction between the geochemical CH4 production and gas bubble dissolution 

terms, X2 and X3 , is introduced by their product term, X2 × X3 ( Eq. (7) ). 

The regression ( Eq. (7) ) is fitted using MATLAB (v.2023a) function fitlm (implemented in MATLAB internally using the QR de-

composition method [ 29 ]). The multivariate regression is reduced to the univariate one for convenience of presentation and analysis,

by introducing the adjusted whole model independent variable X. This is implemented in the fitlm function internally by using

the Frisch–Waugh–Lovell theorem [ 30 ]. An example of gas content, 𝒀 (%), correlation plot for whole-model-adjusted independent 

variable 𝑿 , along with 95% confidence boundaries, is depicted in Fig. 7 (adopted from [ 25 ]). 
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